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Wildli fe C apt ure Sp eci ali st s
We are very pleased to announce the completion of another safe and efficient winter capture
season. After thousands of successful animal captures in what Rick calls, “the most difficult
capture season he has ever seen,” here is what some of our colleagues have had to say:

“Rick’s attitude towards his work, the safety of those involved in all aspects of the capture, and
the welfare of the animals he and his crew handle has been second to none….Animal welfare is
an obvious priority… I would recommend Quicksilver Air Inc., without reservation, to anyone
conducting wildlife capture work, and I personally hope to have the opportunity to work with
them on future Nevada Department of Wildlife projects.”

Quicksilver Air successfully completed
another industry first, air-to-air net gun
capture of short-eared owls.

- Tom Donham
Biologist III Game Division Nevada Department of Wildlife

“I fly exclusively with Quicksilver Air for all of my rotor-wing work because of their history and
experience successfully working with big game. Quicksilver understands that only certain pilots
have the skill, attitude, and commitment to be successful capture pilots.”
- Rebecca Schwanke
Area Wildlife Biologist, GMU 13, Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Joint Canadian-Alaskan project catching
porcupine herd caribou in the far north of
Alaska.

Rick with Brown bears darted in Alaska.

An Alaskan white moose and calf.

"I began using Quickslver Air in 2006 to capture Sierra Nevada Bighorn...I am continually
reassured that the Quicksilver crew does their utmost to ensure animal health and
welfare...Rick Swisher has exhibited an amazing ability to work safely and efficiently at high
altitudes with their Hughes 500....”

Net gunner Jayce Clark with a very wide
Nevada buck.

- Thomas R Stephenson Ph.D.
State of California Department of Fish and Game
A common theme for this year’s lower 48 work was the extreme conditions. With record high
temperatures across the country and a lack of snow, biologists were consistently scratching
their heads and reporting, “winter never came this year, it’s going to be hard capture
conditions”… Quicksilver crews battled rough flying and snow-less mountains from the from the
California border to Minnesota and from New Mexico to Northern Saskatchewan. Animals were
found scattered outside traditional wintering grounds unlike the previous years. Nonetheless we
are proud to report Quicksilver has been able to uphold its reputation of very low mortality
rates, despite the difficult working conditions.

Mugger Mark is taking biological samples
on an Alaskan caribou.

We have added pilot Blake Malo to our roster of professional capture pilots for our lower 48
base in Colorado. Blake, with over 13 years of rotorcraft experience, thousands of flight
hours, and a long history of working with animals, has been able to transition from capturing
up north in Alaska to across the country and into Canada this year. Blake is now back up
north catching wolves, moose, caribou and bears for the spring and fall. By biologist and
veterinarians request, Blake will return to the lower 48 next year and looks forward to
working with everyone.

“I have spent over 75 hours in the helicopter with Blake conducting wildlife captures and
surveys, including hundreds of takeoffs and landings in demanding terrain and conditions.
Blake always provides a high level of technical ability and a first-rate commitment to safety.”
- Nick Demma
Wildlife Biologist Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Blake slinging five Nevada sheep plus a
sixth in the back seat to be translocated.

Blake keeping close watch below.

Blake with an Alaskan moose.

Pilot Quintin Slade has kept very busy capturing in Alaska as early as February this year.
Quintin has battled through inclement weather, high winds, and deep snow to capture
moose, caribou, and wolves on recent projects and returned with high reviews from
biologists across the state. Quintin is working on completing his third capture season in
Alaska and continues to maintain Quicksilver’s capture standards.

A special moment between biologist
and caribou.

Mugger Trent with a Canadian bison.

Net gunning action shot.

“Quicksilver has conducted helicopter capture services for Colorado Parks and Wildlife since
2004....Based on my experience, Quicksilver Air is unique because Rick Swisher is a genuine
individual with the utmost integrity. Rick truly takes pride in the quality of his work and holds
himself and his crew to the highest standards in doing a professional job....”
- Darby Finley
Wildlife Biologist, Colorado Parks and Wildlife
We wish we had room for pictures from all projects; thanks to everyone for the work.
Best Regards,

Rick and Sharon Swisher
Quicksilver Air Inc.

Jayce and Rick with a large Colorado
mule deer buck.
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